Company & Trading name: Begitta ™
ABN: 87 938 533 608
All details, designs, garments are copyright of Begitta ™. Begitta agrees to keep all information pertaining to this
contract and related Business Intellect Property as PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL. Both parties agree
to adhere to the Privacy Act 1988 and agree to the ‘NON Disclosure’ of Business information.
I______________________________________(FULL NAME) agree to take complete and full responsibility and to fully ensure the following garment/s (listed below) are
looked after with utmost care. I agree to cover the cost of ANY damage/loss/theft/soiling that may occur whilst the garment/s are in my care. Should the
garments require dry-cleaning I will pay the FULL amount owing. I agree that if the garments are not returned by the dates agreed, below, a cost will incur at
designers discretion ($5/per day).I am fully responsible for returning all garments listed below and will return garments in perfect condition. I am liable for any
costs that may occur in repair/cleaning/replacing ect. Garment/s to the sum of

$

.00

Pick-up and drop-off (or postage if applicable) is of the utmost importance as the garments are required to be returned within 48hours of the project finishing or
by date specified by Begitta. As stated in the contract delay in the return of the garment is at a cost of the person responsible for the garments.
Pick-up and drop-off is at Begitta’s home studio unless arranged otherwise. All garments must be picked up and delivered in a timely and safe manner with
high regard to safe transportation of all items borrowed.
Posting garments causes small concern in regards to receiving garments and pieces back. Therefore we require a bond to ensure good will on return and that
the garments are returned well cared for and in good condition, any costs incurred for postage will be at your expense, failure of return will result in you being
charged RRP for the items, It is recommended that REGISTERED POST is used at all times. All payments will be returned as soon as the garments/pieces are
returned and checked over. Should any costs be required for dry-cleaning the payment of such will be taken from this amount upon the confirmation of the
borrower.

$

.00

A deposit of
has been collected on this occasion and will be returned within 24hours (plus transfer time due to bank policy) once piece/s has
arrived to us. Begitta also requests that all coat hangers, garment bags and transporting accessories are returned as they left.
PLEASE NOTE: Replacement fee for Garment bag is $10 per Fabric Bag & $5 per plastic bag. Hanger Replacement (wooden) is $3.50 – Feel free to supply your
own when picking up to avoid any mishaps.
As compensation, to the designer Begitta Stolk and company “Begitta”, for lending of the garments credit will be given to label “Begitta” in every way possible
(Eg. Magazine editorial, website credits, Facebook captions and tagging, internet tagging, clip credits, CD covers and all other means of credit). Permission to
use garment for additional wear or additional use of photos of garments in public, promotional and or personal use must be approved by designer Begitta Stolk
prior to their use in additional material other than stated below.
In signing this contract you are also agreeing to supply a CD/disc/dropbox that will be sent upon completion (within 1 month) of the project including full
content of final edit of all high-resolution images/photographs taken. Or where used as sponsorship/red carpet, social and personal images may be provided.
As well as allowing permission to use the images/contents of disc for the label Begitta in related purposes of promotional, media, designers website,
commercial site, social networking and portfolio.

Agreed Usage Details:__________________________________________________________________________
Collection Pieces:

________________________________
Signed
CONTACT DETAILS:
Full Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________
Contact number: ______________________________________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________
ABN (Aus. Business Number) if applicable: _______________________________________________________
PICK/UP DATE: _________________________________________________________________________________
RETURN DATE:__________________________________________________________________________________

Witnessed and Co- Signed: __________________________________________________________________
Begitta Stolk
DATE:
Any payments, deposits or expenses can be direct deposited into the Begitta account:
Account Name:
Begitta Stolk
BSB:
084-572

ACC:

79-331-0243

